The Transmission System of Pottery Craftsmanship in the Context of Socio-Cultural Changes
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Abstract. The fact reveals that there are several differences in the transmission system applied among the pottery craftsmen as viewed from the cultural changes phenomena. In regards to the background above, this study aims at analyzing the socio-cultural characteristic and the transmission system of pottery craftsmanship in Pagelaran. Methodologically, this research utilized qualitative approach through phenomenologist research design as well as theoretical approach with socio cultural and arts education theory. The techniques used in collecting the data were thorough interviews, observations, literature reviews, with the researcher as the key instrument. The data were analyzed through interactive analysis model and paradigmatic theory analysis. This research brought out several findings: first, the characteristic of the pottery craftsman in Pagelaran is close to the local Malangan culture. Second, there are two concepts of transmission system discovered in the research, those are parental succession system and apprentice system. This finding may serve as the government’s reference in formulating policy or conservation program as the means to preserve and to develop the local cultural arts.
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1 Introduction

In Indonesia, pottery craftsmanship is found in various regions, such as those developed in Kasongan of Yogyakarta, Galogandang of Western Sumatra, Pleret of Western Java, Pejaten of Bali, Dinoyo of Malang, Banyumulek of Western Lombok, Panunjak of Central Lombok, and in some other locations of Indonesia. Meanwhile, especially in Malang region, there are three centers of pottery craftsmanship that still survived and developed, those are: (1) pottery village of Pagelaran, Pagelaran District, Malang Regency; (2) pottery village of Glenggang, Pakisaji District, Malang Regency; and (3) pottery village of Penanggungan, Dinoyo District, Malang City [1]. The three centers of pottery in Malang Region, although all of them are producing pottery, each of them have different cultural expression that is seen from the differences of characteristics of the shapes, techniques, as well as functions of the pottery produced.

In the perspective of socio-culture, basically, every group of society (including the pottery group of society) has the characteristics that are continuous and dynamic according to the development of era. In [2] mentioned that in every life of human being, as individual or community, sooner or later changes will appear according to the development of economy, socio-culture, politics, and science and technology. Nothing on this world that is unchanged except the change itself. It is also mentioned by [3]; [4]; and [5] with the praxis concept which
mentioned that human being can shape the symbols of life of socio-culture reciprocally between
the praxes and the objective structure that can create the continuity as well as transformation.

The proof that every group of society always experience the process of continuity and the
transformation can be seen from various result of the research in pottery of Kasongan [6],
Banyumelek [7], Bayat [8], Dinoyo [9], Bali [10], Mayong Lor [11], and Mambang-Jombang
[12] mentioned the presence of characteristics of continuity and the transformation in protecting
and continuing the tradition of the pottery life. This also happens on the pottery life of other
countries such as Southern Africa and Zimbabwe. Based in the result of analysis for the social
and technological aspect, the pottery of Southern Africa and Zimbabwe experienced the
continuity and transformation in term of production technique. It is proven after the result of
material laboratory research is found [13]. In China, the same case is also found. The history of
the development of Chinese pottery experienced significant changes in term of shapes, meaning
and function of pottery [14].

The society of Pagelaran village, as how a traditional society commonly be, used to have
a strong social relationship bond, since they possess similar bloodline, domicile, and profession.
Yet, the the current globalization era, the type of social relationship among the society start to
change. The society of Pagelaran village begin to be influenced by the mindset of modern
society who are more rational and innovative. Such socio-cultural attitude may affect the
transmission system among the community of pottery craftsmen in Pagelaran Village in their
way to transfer the knowledge, skill, and philosophical values of craftsmanship from one
generation to the next generations. In [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], and [21] explained that
arts transmission system is a form of arts education in the society that may occur through
parental succession system, apprentice system, studio system, and academic system. In this case,
there is a correlation between the socio-cultural situation experienced by the pottery craftsmen
community with the type of transmission system applied in transmitting the skill in pottery.

According to the empirical data and theory analysis above, the researcher managed to
identify several intriguing issues that is urgent to be studied: (1) among the development era of
economy, social, culture, politic, and science sectors, Pageralan pottery still exists and possess
a unique tradition and socio-cultural characteristic that build the cultural expression of the
society; and (2) the community of pottery craftsmen have their own transmission system in order
to transfer the knowledge, skill, and philosophical values of pottery from generations to
generations. Therefore, a study is necessary to be conducted to analyze them.

2 Methods

According to the research question proposed, that is about the life phenomena of pottery
of Pageralan Village of Malang Regency deeply is the reason qualitative approach is needed. In
a more operational method, the phenomenology research design is used, that is to understand
deeper the meaning of phenomena in the daily life, interpreting the experiences, and knowledges
of research subject in the interaction see ([18] and [19]). The research design of phenomenology
Emphasize more to the multi-perspective and intersubjective [24]. Multi-perspective means to
use various perspectives, so that it will sharpen the discovery of the object. Meanwhile,
intersubjective means an attempt to be inside the conceptual world of all the subjects researched.

The field data is gained through the in depth interviews, observation and document study
with the researcher as the key instrument. The use of observation technique in this research is
meant to observe the socio-culture environment and the physical environment surrounding the
pottery craftsmen. The use of depth interviews technique meant to various information in term of the characteristics of socio-culture and the influencing system. The interviewees referred are: individual or community of society of pottery craftsmen, the local public figures, local cultural expert, local pottery expert, and the related institution. The document study method is done to search for the written document and the archive about pottery craftsmanship in the Pagelaran Village. In order to guarantee the validity of the data, triangulation is used, those are: the triangulation of source, methodology, and theory [23] and [24]. The analysis model used are: (1) interactive analysis model, (2) interpretive analysis model, and (3) analysis model of paradigmatic theory (see [25]). The data analysis is done through the steps of data collecting, data reduction, data presentation, and the conclusion drawing/verification, as well as finding out concepts of influencing system in Pagelaran Pottery craftsmanship in the Pagelaran Village using the theory analysis of paradigmatic.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 The Characteristics of Socio-culture of the Pagelaran Society

The findings indicated that the life attitude of socio-culture of society in the pottery center of Pagelaran is based on the original culture of Javanese, local wisdom of Malangan, Jawa Mataraman, and the teaching of Islam as the unity that complement each other’s. In [26] mentioned that such acculturation is called Javanese Islam.

One of the unique tradition from the acculturation is the values of Javanese Islam in the community of pottery craftsmanship of Pagelaran is the event of “selamatan” in celebrating Maulud Nabi that is known as the tradition of “guak ajang”. The guak ajang tradition is a tradition of throwing a bowl called cowek in front of the front door of the house until it breaks. This tradition is done after the content of ambengan or the fruits are brought home from the event, and they replace the food to another container. This tradition, selamatan, is what encourage the development of pottery in Pagelaran Village.

The public figure (during the FGD on August 25th 2018) stated that the name of Geta’an Village originally came from Maulud Nabi event conducted by the people in Pagelaran Village annually, continuously from generation to generation. In preparing Maulud Nabi event, the people prepared various kinds of “ubo rampe” or foods for selamatan that requires to be placed on pottery container. Due to the event, the production of pottery in Geta’an Village Dukuh Krajan increases rapidly that the place is finally called as geta’an Village. This name is taken from the term ‘geta’ which means pottery.

The people in in Pagelaran Village live by the culture of Malangan who tends to be democratic, open, and humble. It is reflected from their daily social life when the people of Pagelaran Village tend to be “blak-blakan” (straightforward) and willing accept other people’s opinion, even though it is different from theirs. In regards to stratification, the people in Pagelaran Village are indifferent towards the high level or low level of society. As [27] and [28] supported that the culture of Arek or Malangan is known to have the values of being democratic, open, expressive, egalitarian, bloko endi (humble) and not preferring ewuh pakewuh.

The pattern of economy life in Pagelaran Village refers to the lifestyle of Javanese people as Mr. Sukardi, a public figure, said, “ngenani perkawis penda-melan, tiang desa mriki rumiyen roto-roto mboten ngoyo, sak wontene, sing penting tekun, dilakoni, lan sedoyo ingkang sampun dilakoni dipun pasrah-aken malih dateng Kersane Gusti Alloh ingkang nyukani rejeki” (in
respect to jobs, commonly, the people in the village do not have any ambition, all that matters for them is just do it diligently, and they leave all the result of their work to Almighty Allah, who bless them). As [29] mentioned that Javanese people live their live in a simple, humble, non-ambitious way and just let everything flow.

Generally, the socio-cultural life of Pagelaran people can be classified as follows: (1) those who rely on pottery making as their main resources since they think it is easy to do and relatively enough to cover their daily expenses; (2) the attitude of "urimo" or grateful is their motivation to preserve their work; (3) in social-religious perspective, pottery products are still needed by Pagelaran people in order to fulfill the ceremonial equipment like in selamatan or merely for kitchen tools; (4) the preservation of pottery tradition through inheriting the tradition to the next generation is still considered compulsory by the parents, the craftsmen of Pagelaran pottery; and (5) the attitude of Malangan culture acts as the foundation of their perspective to embrace the change and willing to adjust with the development of technology and consumer's taste.

3.2 The transmission System of Pottery Crafts-manship in Pagelaran: The representation of Arts Education

The culture of pottery in Pagelaran Village has been developed that it generated two types of influencing system: (1) influencing system to traditional pottery craftsmen; and (2) influencing system to the community of creative pottery craftsmen. In the perspective of arts education, the influencing system applied by the traditional pottery craftsmen is categorized as parental succession system, that is the transfer of ability of craftsmanship (knowledge, skill, and values) from the parents to their biological children. While the influencing system in the community of creative pottery craftsmen is categorized as apprentice system in which a craftsmen transfer their ability of craftsmanship (knowledge, skill, and values) to someone else’s children who is interested or talented (see [19], [20], [30], [31]).

The influencing system among the craftsmen community of traditional pottery usually take place in the family setting where the parents act as the teacher and the biological children as the learners. Meanwhile, the influencing system on the creative pottery craftsmen community is held by the Technical Implementation Unit of Pottery Training Center, University, Disperindag, regional government that cooperating with the craftsmen community. Educator/trainer involves experienced instructor or craftsmen, while the internship are craftsmen who have the talent, interest, and motivation.

The learning process in the craftsmen community of traditional pottery implemented apprenticeship approach where the parents require the children to directly observe and practice by following the steps in craftsmanship process in making pottery that is exhibited by the parents. While for the children’s comprehension regarding the values or philosophy of pottery is acquired during the process of pottery production practice. Operationally, the training is supported by the method of: demonstration, imitation, drilling, and recitation along with unstructured information delivery. While for the learning process in the craftsmen community of creative pottery, they apply academic approach which begin with the instructor explained about the goals of work activity, the theory of pottery production using the latest technology, continued with the practice training according to the theory learned, and finally the result will be evaluated. Operationally, this apprentice system is supported by various lecturing system, imitation method, recitation method, drilling method, and organized workflow.

In Pagelaran Village, the materials are presented during the inheritance process by the parents, including with the material category with procedure-motoric type, that is material in terms of procedural steps in craftsmanship by following certain pattern and containing a certain
related meaning so that it tends to shape a static craftsmanship. Such material is delivered as the craftsmanship practice that is related to the activity of socio-culture in its environment and is not an art practice privately. Meanwhile, the materials presented in the internship program on the creative pottery craftsmen is the material of motoric craftsman type, that is in the form of explanation or written module that is given to the interns. Besides, it is also using the motoric typed material, that is the step by step procedure of practice of pottery production with the new technology that gives the interns to have the mental skill that is conditional in a sense of able to face the challenge of changes.

The components are basically resulted on the achievement of the goal. The establishment of inheritance system of the parents is aimed to create pottery apprentices who can be the successor of their parents. Meanwhile, the establishment of internship system is not merely as the successors of their parents, yet to create the next generation of pottery craftsmen with the mindset that is innovative, creative, and willing to grow along with the needs of the market and taste of consumers.

4 Conclusion

Based on the empirical facts in the findings above, it can be concluded that there are two concepts of influencing system in Pagelaran Pottery as the representation of arts education among the society, those are influencing system in the craftsmen community of traditional pottery through inheritance method from the parents to the children, and influencing system in the craftsmen community of creative pottery through apprentice method. These findings in respect to the influencing system may serve as the reference in formulating strategies or policies for either conservation program or development program. Besides, it can also be made as coaching and/or training to preserve and maintain the continuity of Pagelaran pottery. In regards to formal education, these findings may serve as the foundation to build a cooperation between the pottery craftsmen and the surrounding school, along with the support from the Department of Education, to form a synergy relationship in order to conduct collaborative arts education that allow students to engage with the local culture in their surroundings. In hope, it could develop the students’ creativity and appreciation.
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